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..as a result of the success of the pantone colors, they are used in products ranging from
office furniture to electrical appliances to clothing to automobiles. pantone also developed
other color systems for general use, such as textile and interior design. the international
color consortium (icc) developed the cie lab 1976 color space to represent colors in the
same way that the pantone colors represent colors. the pantone group also developed a
system of color matching called the pantone matching system (pms), which is based on the
cie lab 1976 color space. unlike the pantone system, the pms system uses only six colors,
and is not calibrated to printers. here are some of the features of the pantone font family.
*there are 34 styles, in which 9 are capital, 9 are italic and other 16 contain icons set.
*smoothly scaling and free vector format. *the font includes all upright and italic font sets
here. *brush text sets. *the font is available in truetype format and is available for free.
panton font family has a unique appearance. all the styles have their own unique
appearance. but there is a thing common among all. fine quality! if you analyze each
typeface including in this font family you will get to have an idea about the devotions of the
designers who made this. font fabric was the one who publishes this sans serif font for the
first time and gives it to local use. (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({});
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